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Abstract. We often encountered the conflict between the packages in the ERP secondary development and the upgrade patches from ERP provider in the ERP development process. In this paper, a dynamic customized platform basing on database storage is presented. Furthermore, the design and implementation in detail are expatiated. Our solution is to make the secondary development of functional modules independent of the original ERP system. We do not change the core code, but the data is derived from the ERP and saved into database by decorator pattern. This design leads to rapid development, eliminates the conflicts and enhances the scalability of system, to provide people a different solution for deploying ERP system successfully.
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1. Introduction

Simply say ERP is the Enterprise Resource Planning, as early as the late 1990s.Nearly 80% of the world's top 500 enterprises using the ERP management software [1]. Mature ERP software contains the international advanced management ideas, but they cannot meet the special needs for domestic enterprises, so it should hand ERP software for secondary development and customization work [2]. Some mature ERP products have several years’ history, and a large number of engineers were maintaining the software, as well as a large number of clients were using it. Those clients might find some bugs while using, and those bugs would be deleted in the standard system upgrade and patch package. On the one hand, the clients requested individual needs, which we called secondary development, on the other hand they would use upgrade or loading patch from ERP provider to enjoy these after-sale service [3]. So there always had two or more development teams who maintain and upgrade the same ERP product.

In the traditional development pattern, though modifying the metadata and jar package deployed on the server we can do secondary development and patch package to develop, maintain and upgrade the function of ERP [3]. However, we often modify the same business components while doing secondary development and patching up the bugs, it leads to conflicts between secondary development and patching [4].

This paper analyzes the conflicts between secondary development and patches in the implantation of ERP system, and gives a solution to get rid of the conflict. It’s a dynamic customized platform model based on database storage management. We will store the secondary development into the database, and then we use static logic accessing and load the metadata in the database to realize the customized development. With
this, we can completely get rid of the conflict and loose coupling between secondary development and patching and do more efficient development.

2. The Conflict between Secondary Development and Patching

After getting ERP software, the customers will make personalized needs, so the developers need to do ERP secondary development [5]. After ERP product is on-line, ERP providers will provide patch packages with upgrade, extension, maintenance and other services. ERP customers enjoy these services through patching packages [6]. As shown in Figure 1, the metadata, patching jar package is deployed on the server, the secondary development and customization is usually in the customer site.

![Fig1 ERP System Operating Framework](image)

We can conclude the conflicts between secondary development and patching as following:

(1) the merging of meta-data and code difficult and inefficient[7].

(2) the testing engineers need to do regression testing again and again after merging and patching.

(3) it’s difficult to quickly locate the sources whether the bugs is from the secondary development or patching.

(4) it is very difficult to do unit testing.

3. The Dynamic Customized Platform

The process of the secondary development in tradition is like this: the secondary development package is loaded firstly, the patching package code is achieved by merging the meta-data and code manually or automatically. There are many disadvantages in this second development, such as: the cycle of the development and deployment is too long, the process of merging often makes problems, and the outcome of the secondary development is reused difficultly. This pattern of development is too invasive and costs high [8].

We can define the dynamic customized platform as this: The End User and IT specialists in the customers and the developer team don’t need to rebuild the application of ERP system application or restart the server. They can adjust structure and behavior in application to achieve the customization, they can develop many characteristics packages based on the core application, and these packages can rely on each other and can be used together which lead to personalized customization. The main idea is to increase and adjust the meta-data to customize the existing business process, in which resulting Java scripts or code or configuration files are stored in the database. If the java scripts cannot realize some complex business process, we can add some class to decorate the original business components, so we can meet customers’ specific needs. As the new classes is not present in the original jar package, so they loosely couples with the patching packages completely.

4. The Specific Implementations

We can expand meta-data and business logic to realize the dynamic customized platform [8].
4.1 The Meta-data Expansion

As showed in Figure 2, there will generate some metadata fragments while modifying the relevant metadata or adding relevant meta-data on the platform, we can use ORM tools to interact with database by pojo (Plain Old Java Object, the specific data structure), and then with the meta-data engine we can merge these fragments stored in the database as files into a whole piece of data, so we complete the process of meta-data personalized expansion and meet customers’ individual requirements [9]. With this the adjusted meta-data is stored in database instead of as files. We don’t need to modify the document meta-data. In this way, we can use hot-deploying and dynamically loading the customized meta-data fragment to do some modifications on the metadata while the server is running, then we save the time of restarting the server, especially we can do unit testing with a ease [10]. Any modifying about the products can be done on the framework, so it provides high quality and efficiency development model with us.

![Fig 2 The Meta-data Extension Framework](image)

4.2 Business Logic Extension

The code extension includes the java classes and java scripts. We use another class which has achieved a specific interface to realize the extension of business logic and record the combination relationship by configuration files between the two, in which we can dynamically modify the metadata in the system and edit the java scripts, and store the adjustment information as POJO to the database.

a) Using Java Scripts

We can use java scripts to achieve some simple business components, such as adding some components to the UI [11]. The scripts are loaded with a string instead of generating a class by the script engine. These strings can be saved to the corresponding meta-data nodes. We store configuration information and metadata (including java script) of the code plug-ins in the secondary development into the database, and then use a combination to package the corresponding business logic components and business template.

b) Using Java classes

In addition to meta-data extension in the customized development such as adding entity field [12] [13], UI controls, controls binding with the entity properties and view display extension, there are some complex business logic extensions that need to use Java classes, we realize this by adding the related personalized methods around the business components [14] [15]. In tradition, we always modified or extended the compiled class in the secondary development, it’s has risks on that we could not sure about anti-compile class was as the same as the original source. In the dynamic customized platform we use combination to replace the origin, which can meet our customers’ needs [17] [18].

4.3 Customized Development

There are two ways that we realize the customized development, the one is to modify the product based on in the original product. The other is redefinition.

a) General Business Templates

The model in Figure 3 is fit for the above two methods. The template in the following picture is an abstract of the common business operations, we extract and code plug-in mechanism and metadata extension.
mechanism for interaction, leaving the interface to delegate code plug-ins and scripting engine implementation. By this, we just need to define business templates to complete a number of business units [25] [26].

Fig 3 business expansion framework

b) Extending the Business Template by Decorator Pattern

If we modify something based on the original product, we must modify the base classes on the application framework, we can make the base class into a business module and use Decorator pattern, which need the support of the meta-data nodes extension and the code plug-ins and scripts engine. The only differences in different clients using the same ERP products are configuration files in the server and the data stored in the database. With this, we can do unified planning to facilitate ERP provider and will not integrate the customization into ERP system, which leading to reducing stress about ERP system[30][31].

Taking UI for an example, as showed in Figure 4, the UI template TemplateView achieves the universal business logic. Extend meta read the corresponding meta-data fragments from the database according to the context and re-adjust the UI and register the corresponding events for the controls according to the metadata fragments. When the user triggers event, TemplateView will assign the js Engine to deal with js. Plug-In decorator read the corresponding plug-in configuration and call the business logic by reflection. With the model. We can save secondary development into the database entirely [35].

Fig 4 business template component class
5. Summary

We get rid of the conflicts between the secondary development and patch by saving the extension info of the secondary development into a database, and we can import or export any the secondary development by sql strings, which achieve that enabling or disabling all the running secondary development. With this loosely coupled development mode, we reduce the workload of merging the metadata and code, we can quickly locate the problem whether from the patch or from the secondary development and eliminate the risks of conflict between the secondary development and the patch. The system can be hot-deployed, and the do unit testing with ease. All of these can make an efficiency development. We believe that it is very widely used in the development of ERP systems.
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